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Randy Gravitt has invested his life in helping 
people grow. His passion is to help next 
generation leaders understand the importance 
of living a life of integrity in order to maximize 
their influence. He has worked in education, 
both as a teacher and coach, served for over 
fifteen years on the staff of one of the largest 
churches in the Atlanta area, and been a public 
speaker and writer. In 2009, Randy founded i2i 
Leadership, where he encourages leaders to 
remain character based through his speaking 
and writing. He has mentored dozens of leaders 
through personal coaching.

Randy has written 30 Days to a More Godly Man, 
30 Days to Financial Focus, Finding Your Way, and 
UNSTUCK. He enjoys teaching on the topics of 
leadership, marriage and family, and health and 
fitness.

As a communicator, Randy has spoken to 
hundreds of audiences around the world. He 
has taught in the U.S., Europe, Asia, Africa, 
and South America. Randy has presented to 
corporations such as Chick-fil-A, as well as 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, college and 
professional sports teams, and taught life and 
leadership skills in both private and public 
schools across the country. His audiences are 
drawn to his encouragement and motivational 
style of speaking aimed at bringing about 
transformation.

Randy enjoys marathon and trail running, 

reading, traveling, and 
serving as a community 
coach for various sports 
teams in his local area.

He and his wife Laura 
have been married for over twenty-five years 
and live in Sharpsburg, Georgia. They have 
four daughters, Hannah, Sarah, Rebekah, and 
Katherine.

Randy Gravitt is one of the most sought after speakers in the 
industry today. His books, talks and blogs have inspired leaders 
all around the world to live a life of authenticty and become an 
integrity driven leader in all aspects of life. 

Randy Gravitt
Author, Leadership Coach and CEO of InteGreat Leadership

Weekly Content: 
randygravitt.com
integreatleadership.com

Download Randy’s App Today
Search InteGreat Leadership
in the app store. 
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“Thank you Randy for sharing with our Leadership group and my Coaching Staff on numerous occasions 
during the 2013 – 2015 Seasons. Your engaging style along with your ‘down home’ humor impacted and 
empowered all of us. From team bonding, to individual blue prints, your leadership experience and your 
perspective has added great value to the Pirate Organization.” Clint Hurdle, Pittsburg Pirates

“When it comes to leadership training and putting together a blueprint for an organization to set itself 
up for record setting success, Randy Gravitt tops the list. He is relatable, engaging, and inspiring. I’m 
blessed and fortunate to be able to call him a friend and a mentor.” Dwaine Osborne,  Heach Coach CU

randygravitt.com
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What Others Are Saying
Greatness + Integrity =  InteGreat

“The tools Randy shared will give you a better life, a better family, and make you a better human 
being. After decades of studying leadership, this was the best day of training I have experienced. It was 
incredible. I just loved it.” - Howard Behar, Former President, Starbucks


